
Portal 9 – Decentralized Appchange 
dAppchange Frontend  - designing the 
front-end for all the portals. 
 
Dapps include all participating currency 
exchanges and Reserve Generators with 
Solamid conversion into Wholo’Currents.  
 
Buy and sell directly.   
 
MultiDtokens automatically transferred 

 



DAppChange Token Functions 
 
Identities and Reputation 
Governance  
Wallet  
Exchanges 
Token Sales Mechanics 
Token Mechanics 
 



AI Card Wallet 



Our Dappchange Token Keysets will be 
streamlined and fresh. Elegant user interface 
letting them know that blockchain technology is 
at the core of the Dapps and Dappchanges. 
 
 Wholonomics as a prototype will be 
fundamentally decentralized Web3.We will use 
tools such as  (Drizzle, MetaMask) to address 
the issues.  
 
Design Principles guidelines for designers and 
developers 

  
 

http://metamask.io/
http://truffleframework.com/docs/drizzle/getting-started
http://metamask.io/


We distinguish between Blockchain Design 
solutions and Dapp solutions. 
 
Blockchain Design  and the  Blockchain 
construct are concerned with 
consensus algorithms 
Supply bases 
Block rewards  
Turing completeness  
Computation  cost  
on chain or off chain governance 

  
 





Web3 Design is applied applied to the creation 
of the user interface with our Dapp TokenSets. 

Some Wholonomic Web 3 Design Principles 
User interacts with a Smart Contract on the 

Blockchain  
Directly via command line,  

Through the form-like interfaces of their digital 
wallet   

Dapp browser 

 Front-end of the Smart Contract  
 
 



Path to mass adoption of our Dappchange 
TokenKey Sets 
 
Rewarding usable user interface  
Blockchain Distributed Application. 
Token Keysets use  principles enabled by the Blockchain:  
 
decentralization 
transparency 
trustlessness 
immutability, 

uncensorability 

 



Principles implemented through 
external tools, services such as 

Wholonomic Team and by library. 
developers bootstrap for use of each 

of the Portals for and from allies.  
  

Design by anticipating problems and 
offering solutions.  



Codify Design Principles into 
usable tools. 
 
Users immediately know they are 
interacting with access to the properties 
of the Blockchain  
trust every interaction with the 
application by the non-technical user and 
by experienced  users 
Tokens may not need all principles 

  
 



 
Bootstrap like library a standard toolset that 
developers  plug and play into their Dapps 
interface to the web3 library transparency 
services.  “extreme transparency 
 
 
 
 



Browser plugin 
an independent tool that offer users the 
advantages of the Web3 Design Principles   
 
“transparency enforcer” to identify malicious or 
sloppy Dapps by their degree of compliancy with 
some of the principles. 
 
 Custom Services 
there are many potentials for services, even 
commercial ones that don’t yet exist today. 


